
Funday Entertainment Limited

RISK ASSESSMENT
RISK ASSESSMENT NO: FUN 21/2015 DATE:                                           January 2015

LOCATION: Various Locations

OPERATION/PROCESS: Safe installation and running of gyroscope

EQUIPMENT USED: Human gyroscope

HAZARDS IDENTIFIED: Being struck by moving item

SECONDARY HAZARDS: Other people

EXPOSED PERSONS: Funday Staff, members of the public (i.e. in the area)

FREQUENCY OF
EXPOSURE:

Event dates DURATION OF EXPOSURE: As per event duration

CONTROL MEASURES: 1. Client will ensure there is a cornered off area for us to set up and also the pathway
out will be clear to ensure that no members of the public come into contact with
the equipment while it is being manoeuvred from the vehicle to the set up area or
set up.

2. All equipment is to be checked before being taken to an event to ensure it is in
good condition.

3. Only a trained operator is to operate gyroscope to reduce the risk of injury.

4. The gyroscope must be inspected after installation to ensure they are secure and
there is no risk of injury.

5. Ensure Manual Handling is kept to a minimum and lifting aids/ trolleys are used at
all times.

6. All Funday staff are to be briefed on the risk assessments for the event
procedures.

7. This item will be used in a controlled roped off area to ensure no members of the
public can be struck by the moving equipment.

8. All persons riding the equipment will be securely harnessed in and are briefed on
what happens on this ride and it is made clear that if they want to get off they are
required to shout and we will stop the ride immediately.

9. All glasses are to be removed and long hair is to be tied back.

10. The operator has the right to refuse any person they feel are not suitable for this
ride.

MONITORING RESULTS: Funday manager is to ensure all staff are fully aware of their roles and responsibilities

REVIEW DATE: January 2016

RESIDUAL RISK RATING: LOW

RISK ASSESSMENT: If the above is adhered to; risk is acceptable.

ASSESSOR: Tony Hart POSITION: Director
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